Abstract-The question of the blue
Abstract-The question of the blue fundamental contribution to fovea1 color matches for i 2 540 nm is examined. It is shown that. with two almost universally accepted assumptions, such a blue fundamental contribution leads to a contradiction with the observed color-matching functions. It is concluded that the blue fundamental does not contribute to fovea1 color matches for E. > 540 nm. (-17,750-16 ,500 cm-'). Deviations in other usual inference drawn from this presumed dichrospectral regions are both systematic and marked, as macy is that the blue fundamental does nor contribute can be seen by the plot of the Stiles and Burch (1955) to color matches for l/i. 5 18,50Ocm-'. b and r chromaticities given in Fig. I . However, the assumption that the spectrum locus The presumed linearity of the spectrum locus thus is a straight line for l/l. I 18,50Ocm-appears unremains at best questionable, and hence there appears 
